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ABSTRACT
The Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources (GWAAR) was awarded a Mobility
Services for All Americans (MSAA) Cooperative Agreement by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) in September 2016 to develop a phased plan for creation of a regional
Travel Management Coordination Center (TMCC) in an 11- county area of southern Wisconsin,
as well as a technical solution for facilitation of enhanced cooperation across agencies and
jurisdictions. This report summarizes the concept of operations, system requirements and
design, and implementation plans, and outlines the processes undertaken to develop them,
including stakeholder involvement, needs identification, and collaborative design sprints. It also
contains a discussion of lessons learned regarding stakeholder participation in technology
enhancement design in a predominately rural area with limited previous technology
infrastructure.
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1. Executive Summary
The Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources (GWAAR) is the area agency on aging
(AAA) that oversees aging programs in 70 of the 72 counties in Wisconsin and all 11
tribes. GWAAR was awarded a Mobility Services for All Americans grant, which began in
September 2016, to initiate planning for a Travel Management Coordination Center (TMCC)
serving 11 contiguous counties in southern Wisconsin.
The project goals include:
• Assessment of the feasibility of and required steps toward creating a Travel
Management Coordination Center
• Creation of model cooperative agreements for coordinating transportation across
agencies and jurisdictions
• Development of a phased implementation plan for the development and deployment of
multiple modules of a collaboratively-designed, web-based technical solution to facilitate
information sharing and transportation coordination and management across an 11county area of southern WI
Further, as identified by stakeholders during the course of the project, also integral to the design
process are the goals of:
• Modularity
• Scalability
• Open-source License
• Web-based Architecture
• Interoperability with existing software systems
• Adaptability to areas with limited 4G infrastructure
• Ease of use for participants
• Low cost of entry for all
The system design and implementation plan were developed as a collaboration between
stakeholders and groups representing transportation users; including county Aging and
Disability Centers (ADRCs), aging units, Regional Planning Commissions (RPCs),
transportation providers and medical facilities. A series of interviews with individual agencies to
determine current resources, stakeholder processes, technology needs and possible barriers to
coordination were conducted in 2017. Where possible, all staff involved in mobility
management and transportation administration within a given agency participated in this
phase. From these interviews, project staff produced a map of each stakeholder’s current
operations, coordination environments and available assets, and summary diagrams of
coordination relationships by county. Tables of user needs formed the basis for the map of
Needs to Design Requirements which in turn informed the Requirements Traceability
Matrix. Two collaborative Design Sprints further refined and prioritized user needs, and
provided a forum in which to respond to early iterations of Minimum Viable product prototypes.
This process proved very valuable in permitting full collaborative participation of stakeholders
who were on a steep learning curve regarding the possibilities inherent in a technology solution.
The results of the project include:
• A comprehensive concept of operations and collaboratively-developed system design
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•
•

A collaborative focus on creating a shared repository of domain knowledge, model
MOUs and resource sharing agreements, uniform service policies, and cooperativelydeveloped recruitment, training, and outreach resources
A phased implementation plan for the development and deployment of multiple modules
of a collaboratively-designed, web-based technical solution to facilitate information
sharing and transportation coordination and management across the 11-county area.
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2. Project Structure
Background
Project history
The Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources (GWAAR) is the area agency on aging
(AAA) that oversees aging programs in 70 of the 72 counties in Wisconsin and all 11 tribes.
GWAAR and Dane County (one of the two counties which has its own AAA) applied for a
Mobility Services for All Americans (MSAA) grant in summer 2014 to initiate planning for a
Travel Management Coordination Center (TMCC) serving 10 contiguous counties in southern
WI. The grant was awarded in fall 2015, but due to staff changes including the retirement of the
proposed project lead, the award was declined. GWAAR was offered the award again in 2016,
with approval for several contractual adjustments, and was accepted. An executed agreement
was completed in September 2016.
The revised project team consisted of staff from GWAAR, IT consultants Codeversant
Cooperative, and the former proposed project lead as a technical consultant to the project. Of
the original proposed 10 participating counties, one county declined due to staff changes, and
two additional counties joined the project. The siting of the proposed TMCC within the Dane
County One-Call Center was no longer possible, so with FTA approval, GWAAR included the
identification of a proposed future call center site within the 11-county service area as part of the
project process.
Project goals
The project goals include:
•
•
•

Assessment of the feasibility of and required steps toward creating a Travel
Management Coordination Center
Creation of model cooperative agreements for coordinating transportation across
agencies and jurisdictions
Development of a phased implementation plan for the development and deployment of
multiple modules of a collaboratively-designed, web-based technical solution to facilitate
information sharing and transportation coordination and management across an 11county area of southern WI

Further, as identified by stakeholders, integral to the design process are the goals of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modularity
Scalability
Open-source License
Web-based Architecture
Interoperability with existing software systems
Adaptability to areas with limited 4G infrastructure
Ease of use for participants
Low cost of entry for all

System design methodology
GWAAR followed guidance of the Department of Transportation (USDOT), the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), and project technical assistance consultants in developing the project
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approach. The project processes are built on industry standards for collaborative technical
development, mobility management practice, and customer relations management.
The deliverables due to the USDOT that facilitated the design process included:
Initial Project Management Plan
Concept of Operations
Phased Implementation Plan
Requirements and Design
Common Fleet Information Platform (slide deck)
Final Report

Stakeholder Involvement
All the deliverables of the project listed above were developed with extensive involvement of
stakeholders, whose collectively and individually identified and prioritized needs and
requirements informed every stage of the project processes.
Key stakeholder agencies Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources, Inc. (GWAAR) - Lead Agency
Abby Vans, Inc.
Brown Cab, Inc. (representing Edgerton, Fort Atkinson, Jefferson, Lake Mills, Monroe,
and Whitewater Shared Ride Taxis [SRTs])
Columbia County Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)
Dane County Department of Human Services
Dodge County ADRC
East Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (RPC)
Grant County ADRC
Green County ADRC
Hodan Center, Inc.
Iowa County ADRC
Jefferson County ADRC
Lafayette County ADRC
LIFT Program, Southwestern Wisconsin Community Action Program
MetaStar, Inc.
Retired and Senior Volunteer Program of Dane County
Richland Center ADRC
Rock County Commission on Aging
Running, Inc., (representing Beaver Dam, Platteville, Portage, Richland Center,
Stoughton and Sun Prairie SRTs)
Southwestern Wisconsin RPC
Southwest Wisconsin Opportunity Center
Transit Solutions, Inc.
Walworth County
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Stakeholder involvement in the design process
Initial Interviews: Both telephone and in-person interviews were conducted with project
stakeholders through the first half of 2017 to create a map of each stakeholder’s current
operations, coordination environments and available assets, and summary diagrams of
coordination relationships by county.
Technical Interviews: A second round of in-person interviews was conducted in the fall of 2017
to generate more in-depth information about current stakeholder processes, technology needs,
and coordination barriers. Where possible, all staff involved in mobility management and
transportation administration within a given agency participated in this phase. These interviews
produced an extensive table of user needs and goals for participation, and formed the basis for
the map of Needs to Design Requirements which in turn informed the Requirements Traceability
Matrix.
First Design Workshop and MoSCoW Exercise - November 17, 2017: Based on analysis of
stakeholder interviews, four major categories of issues were identified as stakeholder priorities:
cooperative interagency/interjurisdictional agreements; collaborative recruitment, outreach and
communication; software issues; and data-related concerns. A full-day design sprint with
stakeholders explored these categories in more detail, as well as engaging in several large- and
small-group brainstorming activities to identify additional user needs. The participants then
prioritized the user needs for solution development using the Must/Should/Could/Won’t
(MoSCoW) process. A graphic recorder facilitated the capture of all relevant ideas. Attendance
at the design sprint was excellent – 10 of the 11 counties were represented, as well as Regional
Planning Commissions. Stakeholders who were not able to attend the design sprint had the
opportunity to review and respond to a list of written questions.
Modifications to Proposed Plan: One of the outcomes of the design sprint was the admission by
virtually all stakeholders that, often due to the limited ability to share information given current
technology systems (or the lack thereof), they were not ready to create formal coordination
agreements either at the programmatic or operational levels (although all parties report
informally coordinating rides on an ad-hoc basis, where possible). After discussion of next
steps, stakeholders firmly committed at the conclusion of the day to the collaborative
development of a shared, interoperable software application as the foundational step in building
a TMCC.
Common System Design, First Iterations: Given the needs and priorities identified by
stakeholders, project staff development a Key Functional Areas Summary. Following
requirements prototyping/feedback iterations, a minimum viable product (MVP) took shape.
Four integrated modules of the MVP were designed and wireframe (prototypes) were prepared
for the second design workshop.
Second Design Workshop – February 6, 2018: Live demonstrations of the four modules of the
MVP were presented at a second full-day design event. Participants were able to respond in
feedback discussions, and with written Strengths/Concerns/Modifications forms. Stakeholders
also discussed anticipated deployment issues such as cost, licensing and hosting concerns, and
data sharing and privacy concerns. Finally, plans for an on-going group to address
implementation were formulated. The day concluded with a next-steps discussion in which
participants voted to create a Stakeholder Consortium to guide further development and to
investigate securing funding for implementation. Stakeholder attendance continued to be
strong; attendance at the second event was greater than the first, including two additional
provider agencies.
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This multi-stage stakeholder involvement process proved very valuable in permitting full
collaborative participation of stakeholders who were on a steep learning curve regarding the
possibilities inherent in a technology solution.
Further stakeholder activities
At a statewide transportation event in the final weeks of the project, a taskforce to convene the
Stakeholder Consortium was formed, and members were identified. Enthusiasm for
development of the application modules continues to be strong and growing. Counties beyond
the 11 county project participants have requested information about joining the consortium. A
concurrent planning effort in Waukesha County with which the GWAAR MSAA staff conferred
early in the project has suggested further collaboration in 2018.
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3. Project Documentation and Deliverables
Concept of Operations
Background
The GWAAR MSAA project followed USDOT systems engineering design processes in
developing the Concept of Operations. A comprehensive survey of the current system was
conducted through stakeholder interviews, including demographics, topography, operations
inventory, software roster with interoperability characteristics and potentials, and documentation
of current interagency and interjurisdictional coordination agreements. Schematics of the
current state of coordination by county were prepared.
Despite the varied technological environments, some workflow generalizations can be made.
The current process of arranging transportation in most jurisdictions in the 11-county area is
based on telephone calls, and tracking information in spreadsheets. Information is copied and
recopied manually, providing many opportunities for transcription errors. Each step that requires
a phone call or other synchronous contact creates an additional delay in the workflow.
Current stakeholder processes were studied, and a summary Transportation Request Current
Workflow diagram was prepared.

Figure 1: The Current Workflow. (See Appendix A for a larger format). (Source: Codeversant Cooperative

After analysis of the interview results, the project team identified four major categories of issues
to further explore with stakeholders:
1. Facilitation of agreements between participants, including stakeholder agencies,
stakeholder jurisdictions, ride providers, and the Managed Care Organizations (MCOs)
that use the stakeholders’ services
2. Collaboration in outreach, recruitment and communication regarding volunteer drivers
and the public (both as potential customers and potential volunteer drivers)
3. Data-related issues, both in terms of what information is tracked and how that
information is shared
4. Software-related concerns: the feature set, capabilities needed, licensing and Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) issues
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The project team organized a full-day design workshop with the stakeholders, using techniques
from Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) to explore these categories in more
detail, as well and prioritize concerns. The design sprint is discussed further in the Stakeholder
Involvement/Design process section, above.
Key Functional Areas
As a result of the interview processes and the first design workshop, Key Functional Areas
(KFAs) were identified for a common system. In the workshop, KFAs emerged for increased
collaboration across jurisdictions and among agencies and providers.
Key functional areas for users:
• Client Information Management
• Driver Information Management
• Provider Information Management
• Funder Information Management
• Computer Assisted Ride Requests & Scheduling
• Computer Assisted Driver Management & Scheduling
• Computer Assisted Dispatch
• Web-Based Trip Offer Board with Short Message Service (SMS) and email notification
options
• Provider Integration (Including “no tech” providers and those with proprietary software)
• Computer Assisted Driver Integration via Desktop and/or Mobile Device
• Computer Assisted MCO Authorization Management
• Reporting and Analytics
• Web-Based Reservation Requests
• Automated Appointment Reminders via Call, SMS or email.
• Map-based Display of Rider & Driver Information
• Real Time Information
• Permissions-based Access Control Lists (ACLs) to throttle data sharing
• Security and Privacy
Key functional areas needed to increase coordination across agencies and providers:
• Shared Volunteer Driver Recruitment, Onboarding, Training Materials & Recognition
• Shared Resource Listings
• Shared Eligibility Determination
• Shared Sample Agreements: Contracts with MCOs, Inter-Jurisdictional Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs), etc.
• Shared Real Time Information
• Computer Assisted Provider Assignment and Transportation Referrals
• Computer Assisted Cooperation for Regional Trip Planning
• Computer Assisted Cost Allocation and Invoicing for Shared Rides
• Regional Data Exchange and Transportation Analytics
Development
The stakeholder input derived from the user interviews and first design workshop provided the
core content for the GWAAR MSAA Concept of Operations. The ConOps detailed the userapproved initial design concepts, the collaboratively-developed prioritization of these elements,
modifications to the original scope, as well as projected outcomes and impacts.
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Table 1: Stakeholder Needs: User Stories for Mobility Manager Office Suite.
I NEED <SOMETHING>
SO THAT <SOME RESULT>
ID AS A <ROLE>
N1

As a System
Administrator

I need low cost deployment
options that offer high
security and reliability

I currently use pen and paper and
spreadsheets. I expect our office will see
cuts in funding in the future. Increasing
accuracy and efficiency would be helpful,
but I am skeptical that I will be able to
afford the upgrade.

N2

As a System
Administrator

I may want to share a full
system stack with other
Mobility Offices in a multitenant deployment

so that multiple small agencies can share
the costs of the system.

N3

As a System
Administrator

I may want to make internal in order to create federated operations
use of the APIs
with multiple Mobility Offices or between
regional deployment.

N4

As a System
Administrator

I need role-based
permissions to restrict
access to the Administration
menu

in order to allow users in various roles to
access to data and methods they require
to do their work, but to deny them access
to areas outside their purview.

N5

As a System
Administrator

I need a quick (one-click)
access method to create a
System User with a Role
assigned

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N6

As a System
Administrator

I need to be certain only
authenticated users are
accessing the system

in order to assure system security.

N7

As a System
Administrator

I need to create custom
User Roles, assigned any
number of User Permissions
for various workflows

so that users whose work spans multiple
default system roles can access the
system workflows required by their work
without needing multiple authentication
credentials.

N8

As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to control
data to both downstream
transportation providers and
mobility office peers using
an entities’ sharing (access
control) permissions

in order to protect client privacy and
ensure my agency's ability to comply with
current and future government privacy
regulations (such as HIPAA). I may not
need to share rider eligibility criteria, but I
need to share enough data to ensure the
rider can be safely loaded and
transported between pickup and
destination. I also need to share
information that facilitates timely billing by
and payment to transportation providers.

N9

As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

As the originator of a shared
data entity, I need to retain
control of who can access it,
and what parts can be
viewed or edited by other
parties.

in order to protect client privacy and
ensure my agency's ability to comply with
current and future government privacy
regulations (such as HIPAA). I may not
need to share rider eligibility criteria, but I
need to share enough data to ensure the
rider can be safely loaded and
transported between pickup and
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ID

AS A <ROLE>

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>
destination. I also need to share
information that facilitates timely billing by
and payment to transportation providers.

N10 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to assign
both Allow- and Deny-type
permissions to role-based
access on each data entity,
as well as exclusions on an
individual basis

in order to protect client privacy and
ensure my agency's ability to comply with
current and future government privacy
regulations (such as HIPAA). I may not
need to share rider eligibility criteria, but I
need to share enough data to ensure the
rider can be safely loaded and
transported between pickup and
destination. I also need to share
information that facilitates timely billing by
and payment to transportation providers.

N11 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to manage default
permissions on all entities
created in the system

in order to ensure entity data has a basic
level of security.

N12 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to view
and edit provider sharing
permissions

so that I can control what calls and what
rider details a provider can access.

N13 As a System User

I need to set preferences for
when and how I want to be
notified of various system
events

so that the system can alert me to events
(i.e. Ride Requests, Eligibility
Applications, New MCO authorization,
etc.) without interrupting my preferred
workflow.

N14 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a quick (one-click)
access to see and access
recent contact notes

in order to easily add new rider data
attributes that surface in the course of
business.

N15 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need notifications of recent so that I am aware of and can respond to
system events and requests changed status of entities (i.e. Ride
Requests, Eligibility Applications, New
MCO authorization, etc.).

N16 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a quick (one-click, at- so that I can attend to events in a timely
a-glance, pop-up) method to fashion without interrupting concentration
gauge how various funding on my workflow.
source resources are being
expended across the
funding period

N17 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a quick (one-click)
in order to ensure an efficient workflow.
access to search for Riders

N18 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a quick (one-click)
access to search for
Providers

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N19 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a quick (one-click)
access to search for
common origination and
destination locations
("Places")

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.
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I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

N20 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need quick (one-click)
access to a new ride
creation form

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N21 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need quick (one-click)
access to a new rider
creation form

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N22 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need quick (one-click)
access to a new driver
creation form

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N23 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need quick (one-click)
access to a new provider
creation form

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N24 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each
contact

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N25 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a way to record the
in order to ensure an efficient workflow.
details of every contact (call,
email, in-person visit) I
make

N26 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need the contact log
entries to provide easy
(one-click) access to
created and related entities

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N27 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate Call
Center calls report

in order to easily track and report on a
history of communications with or about a
given client specifically and all contacts in
general for a given period of time.

N28 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each
rider

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N29 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to add
custom items to the list of
contact purposes

in order to easily add new provider
capacities that surface in the course of
business.

N30 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need the rider record to
include data attributes
required by the National
Aging Program Information
System (NAPIS), and
reporting categories for
85.21 funding.

in order to more efficiently complete
needed reports.

N31 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need the rider record to
include data attributes
needed to find a qualified
transportation provider,
such as accessibility
requirements

in order to tie together all the information
associated with each person who uses
our services.

N32 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to add
custom items to the list of
operational requirements

in order to easily add new ride/rider
requirements that surface in the course of
business.

N33 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need rider data attributes so that I can find a provider with a
that can be customized and vehicle, services, driver training, etc. that
fulfill a rider's requirements.

ID

AS A <ROLE>
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ID

AS A <ROLE>

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

used in searches, such as
accessibility requirements
N34 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need rider-facing web
in order to easily add new client data
pages that allow riders,
attributes that surface in the course of
riders' caretakers, and
business.
MCOs to easily apply for
eligibility for ride assistance

N35 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need rider-facing web
pages that allow riders,
riders caretakers, and
MCOs to easily enter a ride
request so I can schedule
and confirm the request

in order to increase the ease and
efficiency in qualifying new riders for
eligibility. I spend a lot of time on the
phone and end up playing phone tag with
riders, riders caretakers, and MCOs.
Many riders, rider’s caretakers, and
MCOs cannot reach me when they call
back because I am always on the phone.

N36 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need rider-facing web
pages that allow riders to
create accounts, update
their details

with increased ease and efficiency. I
spend a lot of time on the phone and end
up playing phone tag with riders, riders
caretakers, and MCOs. Many riders,
rider’s caretakers, and MCOs cannot
reach me when they call back because I
am always on the phone.

N37 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a notification when a in order to correctly assess eligibility.
rider updates details in their
account so I can reevaluate
their eligibility

N38 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to provide an
appropriate transportation
solution, based on rider
qualifications

in order to make the best possible match
between rider needs and services and/or
programs available in the region.

N39 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to track service
usage by rider

in order to correctly report usage, and
identify future needs and usage trends.

N40 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I want to see the ride details in order to more easily manage rides.
in a pop-up when I mouseover or tab-focus on the pick
up or destination locations
of a ride on the map

N41 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each ride so that I can better see how resources
might be shared to service riders.

N42 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request entry in order to tie together all the information
and editing view to show the associated with a ride request
destination address

N43 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request entry
and editing view to show
related, time-stamped
events in an audit log,
including changes to the
ride request and the user
that made the changes
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in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

N44 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request entry
and editing view to show a
ride route from pickup to
drop on the map along with
nearby ride requests

in order to identify changes made, by
whom and investigate the conditions and
results of the changes.

N45 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request entry so that I can better see how resources
and editing view to show
might be shared to service riders.
days of the week to repeat a
recurring ride

N46 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request entry
and editing view to show
start and end dates of a
recurring ride to create
standing (recurring) ride
requests

N47 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need an easy (one-click)
in order to ensure an efficient workflow.
method to create a new
copy of a previous ride
request for occasionally
recurring calls and to create
standing (recurring) ride
requests

N48 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to search and view
ride requests in a tabular
listing

N49 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I want to view ride requests in order to find requests that need to be
between given dates and
reviewed, validated, changed, or
times represented on a map investigated.

N50 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to send ride
assignments to
transportation providers

in order to provide service to clients.

N51 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to ensure that all
assigned rides were
serviced

in order to manage service, and track and
evaluate transportation provider
performance.

N52 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need the ride request
detail view to provide
geolocation-aware typeahead functionality for
address input

in order to improve entry speed and
accuracy and improve workflow.

N53 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request detail
view to provide quick (oneclick or pop-up) access to
the rider details

in order to improve entry speed and
accuracy and improve workflow.

N54 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a ride request detail
view to provide quick (oneclick or pop-up) access to
the assigned provider
details

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

ID

AS A <ROLE>
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in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

N55 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to cancel all
incomplete legs of a
cancelled ride

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N56 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to track why a ride
was cancelled

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N57 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need the ride request entry in order to better determine how to best
and editing view to show the meet the needs of the rider community.
amount due

N58 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need an exception report
to show rides with actual
miles and/or times that are
very different from the
calculated miles and times

N59 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate Ride
in order to identify inaccuracies in miles
Request by Funding Source and times recorded and investigate.
Report

N60 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate Ride
Request by Purpose

in order to report on use of various
funding sources.

N61 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate Ride
Request by report category

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N62 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need Category and
Purpose budget reports

in order to report on use of various
funding sources.

N63 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to add
custom items to the list of
report categories

in order to add report categories that
surface in the course of business.

N64 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate
standardized government
form reports

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N65 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to view
and report on rides per
program

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N66 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to report
on a variety of totals for all
rides

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N67 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to report quarterly on in order to facilitate efficient reporting.
rides by type by purpose

N68 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to report on
dollars/ride per provider

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N69 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to track
and report on rides by
person by funding source

in order to facilitate efficient reporting.

N70 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a group ride request
detail view to provide a link
to the rider detail

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.

N71 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a group ride request
detail view to provide a link
to the assigned provider
detail

in order to ensure an efficient workflow.
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in order to efficiently monitor
transportation provider reporting
accuracy, and identify need for sanctions
or additional training as appropriate.

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

N72 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each
MCO

in order to tie together all the information
associated with an MCO.

N73 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to search view and
edit Managed Care
Organization (MCO)
information

in order to efficiently manage
transportation for MCOs.

N74 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to view MCO
in order to efficiently manage
authorizations, both used
transportation for MCOs.
and remaining, by client and
trip purpose

N75 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to view contact logs
by MCO

N76 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to view ride requests in order to efficiently manage
by MCO
transportation for MCOs.

N77 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to view group rides
by MCO

in order to efficiently manage
transportation for MCOs.

N78 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to view rate
agreements by MCO

in order to efficiently manage
transportation for MCOs.

N79 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need MCO facing web
pages that allow MCOs to
submit new authorizations
for their clients that use my
agency's services

in order to get authorization record with
increased ease, accuracy and efficiency
into the system. I spend a lot of time on
the phone and end up playing phone tag
with MCOs. Many times, MCOs cannot
reach me when they call back because I
am always on the phone.

N80 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each
provider

in order to tie together all the information
associated with a provider.

N81 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to view
in order to ensure an efficient workflow to
providers in a tabular listing, assigning a ride request to the best-fit
filtered on GIS coordinates provider.
and capacities

N82 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to view
providers on a map with
service boundaries
indicated, filtered on GIS
coordinates and capacities

in order to ensure an efficient workflow to
assigning a ride request to the best-fit
provider.

N83 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to view
and edit provider
information

in order to ensure an efficient workflow to
assigning a ride request to the best-fit
provider.

N84 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need associated providers
to have an online view of
ride requests they serviced
so they can enter the details
of the rides they have
completed and send them to
me

in order to increase efficiency and
accuracy, while increasing data points
available. Currently providers without
systems give me monthly or quarterly
totals on paper and I have to enter the
data into the system/spreadsheet myself.

N85 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need associated providers
with systems of their own to
have an online view that
allows them to batch upload

in order to increase efficiency and
accuracy. Currently providers with
systems send me printed or electronic
spreadsheets output from their systems

ID
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in order to efficiently manage
transportation for MCOs.

I NEED <SOMETHING>

SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

the details of the rides they
have completed

and I have to enter and/or copy the data
into the agency system/spreadsheet
myself.

N86 As a Mobility
Manager/Accountant

I need to reconcile provider
billing statements

for accuracy, to ensure that no rides were
billed that were not assigned

N87 As a Mobility
Manager/Accountant

I need to approve provider
billing statements for
payment

in order to facilitate accounting accuracy.

N88 As a System
Administrator/Mobility
Manager

I need to be able to edit GIS
coordinates of
transportation providers'
service areas

so that the service boundaries on map
displays and rider directory can be
adjusted to changes that surface in the
ordinary course of business.

N89 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need a record for each
funding source

so that the service boundaries on map
displays and rider directory can be
adjusted to changes that surface in the
ordinary course of business.

N90 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to track funding
sources

in order to provide accounts for cost
accounting and budgeting.

N91 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to associate funding
sources with the ride/group
ride requests they pay for

in order to provide accurate cost
accounting.

N92 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to establish a rider's
eligibility for a funding
source, and know funding
source criteria for eligibility

in order to assign riders to more
appropriate funding stream.

N93 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need commonly input
entity data via type-ahead,
dropdown or popup

in order to improve entry speed and
accuracy and improve workflow.

N94 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to share
in order to facilitate coordination to meet
data with associated
more riders’ needs.
transportation providers and
other mobility management
offices

N95

I need a record for each
subsidized bus pass

N96 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need hide/disable location So that confusion about shifting business
names when they change
locations and entries ( or “doors”) can be
avoided.

N97 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to add and managed in order to provide greater operational
custom locations for typeclarity and detail: e.g., to specify
ahead
entrances or specific campuses of large
facility, etc..

N98 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to access archived
in order to facilitate reporting and trend
subsidized Bus Pass activity analysis.

N99 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to generate a Bus
Pass Job search report

in order to evaluate program
effectiveness.

N100 As a Mobility
Manager/Reservationist

I need to be able to track
bus pass usage by client

in order to manage program and fairly
allocate resources.
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in order to manage program and fairly
allocate resources.

Table 2: Stakeholder Needs: User Stories for Mobility Provider Module.
I NEED <SOMETHING>
SO THAT <SOME RESULT>
ID AS A <ROLE>
N101 As Mobility Provider

I need to collect accurate
so that I can generate accurate service
data about each ride request reports and invoices.
assigned to me.

N102 As Mobility Provider

I need to report ride details
to the mobility office that
assigned me the ride

in order to facilitate reporting and
invoicing.

N103 As a Mobility Provider

I need to track how many
meals are delivered

in order to facilitate reporting and
invoicing.

N104 As a Mobility Provider

I need to be able to track
who assigned each ride

in order to facilitate reporting and
invoicing.

N105 As a very small Mobility
Provider

I don't have a computer
system at all

how can I submit my completed ride
details to the MM Agency?

N106 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need quick (one-click,
mouse-over or at a glance)
access to the driver
workflows of my fleet
including, if cellular service
and GPS are available in my
area, driver location and the
state of their assigned rides

in order to improve the efficient use of my
fleet, to accurately estimate wait times for
riders, to improve the safety of my
drivers.

N107 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need the system to
in order to improve the efficient use of my
continue to function,
fleet.
providing ride and driver
workflow information, even
when no cellular or GIS
information is available in my
service area.

N108 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need easy (one-click or
in order to facilitate efficient workflow.
mouse-over pop-up) access
to the details of ride icons I
am looking at the on a map

N109 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to edit commonly
changed ride attributes, as
permissions allow, without
leaving the map screen.

in order to facilitate efficient workflow.

N110 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to see current and
upcoming rides in a sorted
list

in order to facilitate efficient workflow.

N111 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to search orders by
location

in order to facilitate efficient workflow.

N112 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to search orders by
date of service

in order to facilitate efficient workflow.

N113 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to see rider details
shared with me by the
mobility manager's agency

in order to properly service an assigned
ride request.
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N114 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to track ride requests In order to increase the efficiency of my
that don't come from a
entire operation and as an incentive to
mobility manager's agency
participate in increased collaboration
across the region.

N115 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to see a rider's ride
history

in order to facilitate efficient ride ordering,
complaint resolution, etc.

N116 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a record for each
driver

in order to tie together all the information
associated with each person who drives
for our agency.

N117 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need associated drivers to
have an online view of their
run sheets so they can enter
the details of the rides they
have completed each day
they work (preferably as they
run the rides if they have a
device with cellular service,
but also at home or at the
office at the end of their
shift)

in order to increase efficiency. Currently,
all the drivers give me paper run sheets
and I have to enter the data into the
system/spreadsheet myself.

N118 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to search drivers’
availability to make call
assignments days in
advance of the scheduled
ride

in order to confirm a ride request can be
serviced. We require ride requests to be
made 24-48 hours in advance. We do not
have the resources to do on-demand
service.

N119 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to search drivers by
capabilities

in order to find drivers that meet the
rider’s needs.

N120 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to look at rides by the in order to manage post-ride issues and
driver that serviced them
reporting.

N121 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to look at a drivers'
capabilities

in order to assign rides to most
appropriate driver.

N122 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to look at drivers'
availability and home
location

in order to assign rides to most
appropriate driver.

N123 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to look at drivers'
preferences

in order to assign rides to most
appropriate driver.

N124 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need “rescheduled” as a
listed change options

in order to manage post-ride issues and
reporting.

N125 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a Canceled ride types in order to provide documentation to
field, e.g., Canceled by
evaluate inefficiencies.
passenger, Canceled by
provider, No show

N126 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to print off all rides for in order to prepare for scheduled or
a day
unexpected system downtime.

N127 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need an edit check to
in order to prevent mis-scheduling and
ensure ride cannot be setup miscommunication.
in the past
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N128 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to be able to search
on phone number of
passenger.

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

N129 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a clear distinction
so that these categories can both be
between passenger type (Sr, sorted on for reporting purposes.
Vet, VetF, YD, YVet, YVetF)
and passenger status
(active, ineligible, deceased,
denied)

N130 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need First Name, Middle
Initial, and Last Name of
rider as required fields

N131 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a dropdown field for
in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
reason to not receive mail to include deceased, spouse
receives, requested,
volunteer

N132 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a dropdown field for
in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
Medicaid status - to include
applying, has Medicaid, has
transportation voucher,
currently using Medicare should be Medicaid.

N133 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need the emergency
contact information to
include Name, Street
address, City, State, Zip,
Phone in separate fields

N134 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need all rides for a driver
in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
shown, filtered by date range

N135 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a record stamp for
each person making
changes: date, time, and
person in order

in order to increase accountability of
workflow.

N136 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to export entity data
to excel

in order to explore reporting options and
trend data.

N137 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a "Prefer to avoid"
field for volunteer driver
preference or locations

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

N138 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a dropdown field for
volunteer driver location
preferences, i.e. “in-town”.

In order to better determine drive
availability to serve a ride request.

N139 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need a drop down for
Vehicle Type for ex: car,
truck, SUV, Van, etc.

in order to select a vehicle that meets a
rider’s needs and be able to inform the
rider regarding the vehicle to anticipate.

N140 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to be able to group
rides into tripsheets to send
to drivers

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
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in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
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SO THAT <SOME RESULT>

N141 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to be able to alert a
driver of their assignments

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
Most drivers do not need to come to
mobility office.

N142 As a Mobility Provider
Dispatcher

I need to know the
capacities and status of
vehicles in my fleet

in order to assign rides to most
appropriate vehicle.

ID

AS A <ROLE>

Table 3: Stakeholder Needs: User Stories for Mobility Provider Driver Module.
ID
AS A <ROLE>
I NEED <SOMETHING>
SO THAT <SOME RESULT>
N143

As a Driver

I need to access the system in order to increase efficiency. Most
from my home computer or a drivers do not need to come to mobility
device
office to start workday.

N144

As a Driver

I would like to update my run in order to increase efficiency. Mistakes
sheet from my smartphone are more likely if run sheets are updated
or tablet while I am on the
post-shift.
road

N145

As a Driver

I need to be able to send a
request to the dispatcher to
contact me

N146

As a Driver

I would like to use voice chat in order to increase driver’s safety on the
to talk to the dispatcher
road.

N147

As a Driver

I need the user interface on
the device to be designed
with consideration of on the
road use

in order to increase driver’s safety on the
road.

N148

As a Driver

I need to easily (one-click)
indicate progressive call
status to the dispatcher

in order to increase safety on the road.

N149

As a Driver

I need to view a list of my
active calls

in order to increase efficiency.

N150

As a Driver

I need to view a list of my
completed calls

in order to increase efficiency.

N151

As a Driver

I need to see the details of
the ride

in order to increase effectiveness and
appropriateness of service.

N152

As a Driver

I would like to easily (oneclick) access directions to a
ride pickup or destination

in order to increase efficiency and safety.

N153

As a Driver

I need to select payment
methods

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

N154

As a Driver

I need to enter payment
amount

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

N155

As a Driver

I need to enter rider
contribution on some
account rides

in order to increase efficiency of workflow.

N156

As a Driver

I need to enter the time I
picked up the rider

in order to facilitate accountability.
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in order to increase safety on the road.
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N157

As a Driver

I need to enter the time a
ride was completed

in order to facilitate accountability.

N158

As a Driver

I need to enter the total
mileage for a ride

in order to facilitate efficiency, accuracy
and accountability.

N159

As a Driver

I need to print my run sheet in order to increase efficiency of workflow.
if I don't have a device in my
vehicle or no cellular is
available

Table 4: Stakeholder Needs: User Stories for Mobility Rider Module.
ID
AS A <ROLE>
I NEED <SOMETHING>
SO THAT <SOME RESULT>
N160

As a Rider

I need a directory of regional in order to facilitate identifying appropriate
transportation resources
resources.

N161

As a Rider

I need to create an online
account with my local
mobility management
agency

in order to facilitate ease of payment for
services.

N162

As a Rider

I need to apply to qualify for
assisted services

in order to increase access to community
and needed services.

N163

As a Rider

I need to submit ride
requests to the mobility
manager's agency

in order to increase my access to the
community.

N164

As a Rider

I would like to track the
status of my ride request

in order to increase ease of use of
service.

N165

As a Rider

I would like to see a history
of my rides

in order to use this information for various
purposes.
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Preliminary requirements derived from user needs were developed into a proposed system
overview. The workflow of a transportation request through a Mobility Management Office
suggests multiple points of automation of the current workflow, offering potential efficiencies,
eliminating redundant data entry, diminishing the need for repetitive phone calls (“phone tag”),
and reducing error.

Figure 2:
2Figure
The Proposed
Figure 2:Future
The Proposed
Workflow.
Future
(SeeWorkflow.
Appendix A
(See
for Appendix
a larger format).
A for a larger
(Source:
format).
Codeversant
(Source:
Cooperative)
Codeversant Cooperative)

The proposed system will provide a basic level of support for computer-assisted ride scheduling
and tracking for mobility managers and participating transportation providers. Providers would
have the option of integrating any current software systems with the TMCC through several
means, including batch import/export and potentially more immediate connections such as web
hooks or messaging queues in later iterations of the application.
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Figure 3: The Proposed System Overview.

An initial set of wireframe designs and a description of features was developed for presentation
at a second design workshop for stakeholder discussion and refinement. An initial set of data
descriptions was also prepared. Four application modules were proposed:
•
•
•
•

Mobility Management Module
Transportation Provider Module
Transportation Provider Driver Module (which would have both desktop and mobile
functionality for volunteer drivers)
API Façade Service

Outcomes and Impacts
Proposed Outcomes and Impacts (O&Is) for the project were shared and discussed with
stakeholders. The approved O&Is are described below.
•

A HIPPA-compliant tracking feature in the application will record all transportation requests in
the 11-county area, including requests that could not be serviced.
o

•

A service history database feature will be incorporated in the application to allow searches of
past service requests for analysis and reporting purposes.
o

•

Impact: Mobility offices will be able to identify and track met and unmet needs, and
predict the level of resource required to serve them, with greater accuracy.

Impact: Trends and outliers can be analyzed. Reporting requirements can more
easily be fulfilled.

Rider information will transfer to subsequent service requests. Once the information for a ride
request is entered, it will not need to be reentered or transcribed.
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o

•

Mobility offices in one jurisdiction will have the ability to search for, and contact, providers in
both their own, and other, jurisdictions based on a variety of criteria such as geographic
locations, time of day/week, rider characteristics and requirements, and funding
requirements.
o

•

Impact: Coordination across programs will be facilitated; resolution of crossjurisdictional service differences will be facilitated.

Uniform contracting standards such as cost allocation, fees, and reimbursements (e.g., MCO
administration fees, driver reimbursement rates, loaded/unloaded mileage payments) will be
collaboratively developed and local-adoption initiative language will be consistent across
jurisdictions.
o

•

Impact: Efficiency and cost-effectiveness of transportation services will be enhanced
by increased coordination and resource sharing.

Uniform service policies, driver qualifications and minimum training standards, rider eligibility
criteria (e.g. the age definition of “older adult”), service specifications (e.g., door-to-door vs
curb), and vehicle standards will be collaboratively developed.
o

•

Impact: Efficiency and accuracy of identifying appropriate transportation services will
be improved through shared knowledge of providers and funders. Accurate, timely
information about regional transportation needs and resources will be available for
budget preparation and reporting.

Sample MOUs, model resource sharing agreements, and cost allocation tools will be
cooperatively developed.
o

•

Impact: Difficult ride requests, such as thrice-weekly trips to dialysis from a rural
area, will become easier to address through ride coordination.

A shared repository of domain knowledge will be built and maintained including: contact and
service information about transportation providers; funding sources and their specific
requirements; and geolocation-specific information such as accessible entryways to facilities.
o

•

Impact: Service failures due to transcribing mistakes will be reduced, efficiency of
data entry will be increased, and the quality of information will be increased,
especially over time.

Impact: Transportation agencies will be better protected from contracting pressure by
adopting uniform standards, equitability of reimbursement across programs will be
established, and coordination of volunteer-provided rides will be facilitated across
jurisdictions.

Driver recruitment and training materials, outreach and marketing tools, and social media
strategies will be collaboratively developed.

o

Impact: Administrative costs and duplicative effort will be reduced.

System Requirements and Design Document
Background
The ordered set of priorities derived from the November design workshop provided the
foundation for transforming identified Stakeholder Needs into System Requirements. The
resulting map of Needs to System Requirements form the basis for the Requirements
Traceability Matrix (See Table 5 Below).
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Data requirements were captured in UML format data entity diagrams. The full Data Entity
Diagram (ERD) is attached to this report as a separate document, titled GWAAR MSAA ERD.
Table 5: Requirements Traceability Matrix

ID #

System Requirements

Need(s)

1.00

The system shall be designed to offer interoperability across
jurisdictions and platforms.

N1, N2, N3, N4,
N5, N6, N7, N8,
N9, N10, N11,
N12, N89

1.1

The system shall be deployed in stages for programs with various manual
and technology.

N1, N2, N3

1.1.1

The system shall accept full system stack sharing among one or more
mobility offices.

N2

1.1.2

The system shall integrate with other provider systems.

N89

1.1.3

The system shall create federated operations among multiple mobility
offices.

N3

1.1.4

The system shall create federated operations between regional
deployments.

N3

1.2

The system shall accept access for multiple people at different
locations.

N1

1.3

The system software shall accept user modifications and
customization.

N1

1.4

The system shall accept different levels of access depending on
workflow needs.

N4, N5, N6, N7

1.4.1

The system shall be designed with a System Administrator role.

N5

1.4.2

The system shall shall be designed with a Reservationist role.

N5

1.4.3

The system shall shall be designed with an Accounting/Reporting role.

N5

1.4.4

The system shall be designed with a Rider role.

N5

1.4.5

The system shall be designed with a Dispatcher role.

N5

1.4.6

The system shall be designed with a Driver role.

N5

1.4.7

The system shall admit users to all approved operations without multiple
authentication.

N7

1.4.8

The system shall implement access control list permissions settings for all
entities created to control access to data and ensure rider privacy.

N8, N9, N10,
N11, N12

1.5

The system shall approve users and roles prior to accessing the
system.

N3

2.00

The system shall accept input of the workflow of a county mobility
office.

N14 - N102

2.1

The system shall implement a dashboard or portal for users with
mobility manager roles -- Reservationist/Scheduler and
Accounting/Reporting -- to get a summary of the state of various
workflows.

N14 - N23

2.2

The system shall store records of all contacts.

N24 - N27

2.2.1

The system shall record the request of each contact by email, phone or inperson.

N25

29

ID #

System Requirements

Need(s)

2.2.2

The system shall sort by request type the contact records.

N26

2.2.3

The system shall generate reports aggregating all call center calls by
purpose.

N27

2.2.4

The system will keep an editable list of contact purposes.

N28

2.3

The system shall accept records of all riders.

N29 - N38

2.3.1.1

The rider record shall include data attributes required by the National Aging
Program Information System (NAPIS)

N30

2.3.1.2

The rider record shall include reporting categories for 85.21 funding

N30

2.3.1.3

-The system shall generate an editable list of accessibility requirements
(wheelchair, walker) needed for the rider to use the service.

N31, N33,

2.3.1.31 The rider record shall store accessibility requirements for each rider.
2.3.1.4

The rider record shall generate an editable list of operational requirements
to provide the ride.

N32

2.3.3

The system shall include a rider-facing interface with connection and
contact options. Riders shall be able to:

N34 - N36

2.3.3.1

--create accounts

N36

2.3.3.2

--apply to qualify for transportation assistance

N34

2.3.3.3

--submit ride requests

N35

2.3.3.4

--update account data

N36

2.3.3.5

--receive confirmations of ride requests

N35

2.3.4

The system shall notify the Reservationist when a rider updates their
account details

N37

2.3.5

The system shall recommend appropriate transportation options based on
rider qualifications

N38

2.3.6

The system shall track service usage by rider

N39

2.3.7

The system shall report service usage by rider

N39

2.4

The system shall keep records of all rides

N40 - N57

2.4.1

The system shall have an editable view of the record shall include*:

N42-

2.4.1.1

a. pickup and destination address with geolocation-aware type-ahead
functionality for address input

N42, N52

2.4.1.2

b. an audit log including:

N43

2.4.1.2.1 --related events
2.4.1.2.2 --changes to the ride
2.4.1.2.3 --time-stamp
2.4.1.2.4 --name of the user who made the modification
2.4.1.3

c. ride route from pickup to drop on the map along with nearby ride requests N44
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2.4.1.4

d. details of a recurring ride request, including:

2.4.1.4.1 -days of the week to repeat a recurring ride

N45

2.4.1.4.2 -start and end dates

N46

2.4.1.5

e. a method to create a new copy of a previous ride request for recurring
calls and to create standing (recurring) ride requests.

N47

2.4.1.6

f. link to rider entity detail

N53

2.4.1.7

g. link to provider entity detail

N54

2.4.1.8

h. a method to assign the ride to a provider

N50

2.4.1.9

i. payment amount due

N57

2.4.1.10 j. ride state (Requested, Approved, Assigned, Enroute, Completed,
Cancelled, No-show)

N56, N51

2.4.1.11 k. reason for cancellation if ride state is "Cancelled".

N56

2.4.1.12 l. list of legs of call to also be cancelled.

N55

2.4.2

The system shall have a search-filtered tabular listing of ride requests.

N48, N51

2.4.3

The system shall have a search-filtered map representation of ride requests. N49

2.4.4

The system shall display ride details when pick-up or destination locations
receive focus on a map.

N41

2.4.5

The system shall add custom items to the list of report categories.

N63

2.4.6

The system shall generate ride reports including:

2.4.6.1

a. Exception Report for Trip and Time Outliers

N59

2.4.6.2

b. Ride Request by Funding Source Report

N60

2.4.6.3

c. Ride Request by Purpose

N61

2.4.6.4

d. Ride Request by Report Category

N62

2.4.6.5

e. Category and Purpose Budget Report

N63

2.4.6.6

f. Standardized government form reports

N64

2.4.6.7

g. Rides per Program

N65

2.4.6.8

h. Custom reports on a variety of totals for all rides

N66

2.4.6.9

i. Quarterly Rides by Trip Purpose

N67

2.4.6.10 j. Dollars per Ride by Provider

N68

2.4.6.11 k. Rides and Rider by Funding Source

N69

2.5

The system shall store records of all group rides

N70, N71

2.5.1

The system shall generate an editable detail view of the group ride records

N70

2.5.2

The system shall link to related entities from the group ride records,
including:

N71
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2.5.2.1

a. rider detail

N70

2.5.2.2

b. provider detail

N71

2.6

The system shall store records of all third party payer accounts

N72 - N79

2.6.1

The system shall display search-filtered tabular listing of third-party payer
records

N73

2.6.2

The system shall have an editable view of third-party payer record details

N73

2.6.3

The system shall manage third-party payment authorizations.

N74

2.6.3.1

The system shall track used and remaining trip authorizations

2.6.4

The system shall list contact logs by third-party payer

N75

2.6.5

The system shall list ride requests by third-party payer

N76

2.6.6

The system shall list group rides by third-party payer

N77

2.6.7

The system shall list rate agreements by third-party payer

N78

2.6.8

The system shall implement third-party payer-facing web pages .

N79

2.6.8.1

The system shall accept third party payer authorizations directly through the
web page from the third-party payer.

2.7

The system shall keep records of all providers

N80 - N88

2.7.1

The system shall display search-filtered tabular listing of Provider records

N81

2.7.2

The system shall display search-filtered map view of Provider records

N82

2.7.3

The system shall generate an editable view of Provider record details

N83

2.7.4

The system shall implement a Provider-facing web page.

2.7.4.1

The system shall display for Providers an editable view of completed ride
requests.

2.7.5

The system shall accept batch uploads of providers detailed completed ride N85
requests.

2.7.6

The system shall reconcile provider billing statements.

N86

2.7.7

The system shall approve provider billing statements for payment.

N87

2.7.8

The system shall accept provider service area GIS coordinates.

N88

2.8

The system shall keep records on all funding source accounts.

N89 - N92

2.8.1

The system shall track expenditures by funding source.

N90

2.8.2

The system shall track expenditures by funding source by ride or group ride. N91

2.8.3

The system shall track funding source criteria for eligibility.

N92

2.8.4

The system shall establish a rider's eligibility through one or more funding
sources.

N92

2.9

The system shall store records of all Bus Pass disbursements.

N95
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2.9.1

The system shall archive Bus Pass activity for reporting requirements and
trend analysis.

N98

2.9.2

The system shall generate a Bus Pass Job Search Report.

N99

2.9.3

The system shall track bus pass usage by client.

N100

3.00

The system shall accept input of the workflow of county transportation N101 - N144
providers.

3.1

The system shall interface with a range of technologies of
transportation providers.

N105

The system shall function, even when no cellular or GIS information is
available in the service area.

N107

3.2

The system shall store records of all rides serviced, by provider

N101

3.2.1

The system shall collect accurate data details of each assigned ride
request, including*:

N101

3.2.1.1

a. ride request change log status (Rescheduled, Cancelled by passenger,
Cancelled by provider, No Show

N124, N125

3.2.1.2

b. originator of the assignment

N102

3.2.1.3

c. an audit log including
-related events
-changes to the ride
-time-stamp
-user who made the modification

N135

3.2.2

The system shall validate that scheduled pickups are not in the past.

N127

3.2.3

The system shall transmit data details of each assigned ride request to the
originator of the assignment.

N102

3.2.4

The system shall track which drivers have been assigned which rides.

N104

3.2.5

The system shall provide quick (one-click or mouse-over pop-up) access to
the ride request details of ride icons on a map.

N108

3.2.6

The system shall provide access to edit commonly changed ride attributes,
as permissions allow, without leaving the map screen.

N109

3.2.7

The system shall display current and upcoming ride requests in a
searchable filtered tabular list.

N110

3.2.8

The system shall print all ride requests for the day.

N126

3.2.9

The system will display ride requests by location.

N111

3.2.10

The system will display ride requests by date of service.

N112

3.2.11

The system shall track ride requests that are not assigned by a mobility
manager's Agency.

N114

3.2.12

The system shall display a ride history for all riders (within the permission of N115
the Agency that originated the assignment.

3.2.13

The system shall search rides by the drivers that serviced them.

N120

3.3

The system shall keep records of all drivers.

N116

3.3.1

The system shall display search-filtered tabular listing of driver records

N134
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3.3.2

The system shall have an editable view of the driver records to include*:

3.3.2.1

a. each driver’s capabilities

N121

3.3.2.2

b. drivers' availability

N122

3.3.2.3

c. drivers' home location

N122

3.3.2.4

d. drivers' preferences (Prefer to Avoid, Location preferences, i.e., "In
Town")

N123, N137,
N138

3.3.3

The system shall provide quick (one-click, mouse-over or at-a-glance)
N106
access to the driver workflows for the entire fleet including, if cellular service
and GPS are available in the area, driver's location and the state of driver's
assigned rides.

3.3.4

The system shall have an editable view of driver run sheets so they can
enter the details of the rides they have completed each day that they work

3.3.5

The system shall make call assignments to drivers several days in advance N118
of the scheduled ride, if feasible for that ride.

3.3.6

The system shall search drivers by availability.

3.3.7

The system shall print run sheets (aka trip sheets) of a day's assigned rides
for drivers
N140

3.7.8

The system shall enable the dispatcher’s to communicate with drivers

N141

3.4

The system shall keep records of all riders

N113

3.4.1

The system shall display search-filtered tabular listing of rider records

N128

3.4.2

The system shall have an editable view of the rider records to include*:

3.4.2.1

a. Emergency contact information (Name, Street address, City, State, Zip,
Phone)

N133

3.4.2.2

b. First Name, Middle Initial, and Last Name (required fields)

N130

3.4.2.3

c. passenger type ( Sr, Vet, VetF, YD, YVet, YVetF)

N129

3.4.2.4

d. passenger status (active, ineligible, deceased, denied)

N129

3.4.2.5

e. reason to not receive mail (deceased, spouse receives, requested,
volunteer)

N131

3.4.2.6

f. Medicaid Status (applying, has Medicaid, has transportation voucher,
currently using Medicare, should be Medicaid)

N132

3.4.3

The system shall accept rider details shared by the Mobility Manager's
agency.

N113

3.4.4

The system shall store records of all vehicles (volunteer driver vehicles, fleet
vehicles)

3.4.4.1

The system shall display search-filtered tabular listing of vehicle records

3.4.4.2

The system shall have an editable view of the vehicle records to include*:

3.4.4.3

a. Vehicle Type (car vs truck, SUV, Van)

N139

3.4.4.4

b. vehicle capabilities

N142

3.4.4.5

c. vehicle status

N142
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3.4.4.6

d. insurance status of vehicle

N142

3.5

The system shall accept input of the workflow of a county
transportation provider's driver

N121

3.5.1

The system shall accessible from multiple platforms

N143, 144

3.5.2

The device/smartphone user interface shall be designed with consideration
of on-the-road use.

N147

3.5.3

The system shall accept entry and update to driver runsheet from a tablet or N144
smartphone.

3.5.4

The system shall facilitate communications between the driver and the
dispatcher.

N145, N146

3.5.5

The system shall be designed with an easy (one-click) method to indicate
progressive call status to the dispatcher.

N148

3.5.6

The system shall display a list of a driver's active calls.

N149

3.5.7

the system shall provide easily (one-click) access to directions for a ride
pickup or destination.

3.5.8

The system shall display a list of a driver's completed calls.

N150

3.5.9

The system shall display the details of the ride.

N151

3.5.10

The system shall facilitate easily (one-click) timestamping on site, load, and N156, N157,
drop times on the call detail interface.
N158

3.5.11

The system shall record total ride mileage on call detail interface.

3.5.11

The system shall display a call-completions screen with select payment
type, enter payment amount and rider contribution.

N153, N154,
N155

3.5.12

The system shall print driver run sheets.

N159

3.6.2

The system shall collate a directory of regional transportation resources and N160
resource details.

3.6.3

The system shall create rider accounts with a local mobility management
agency.

N161

3.6.4

The system shall submit rider eligibility applications for assisted
transportation services.

N162

3.6.5

The system shall submit ride requests to reservationists for riders.

N163

3.6.6

The system shall provide riders with tracking of the status of ride requests.

N164

3.6.7

The system shall provide riders with a searchable history of ride requests.

N165

3.6.8

The system shall track meal-delivery services, in similar manner to, and
N103
separate from, ride requests (# of meals, # of miles, # hours, #clients, and #
of drivers.

3.7

General Workflow

3.7.1

The system shall use multiple layered navigation elements

N93 - N94

3.7.2

The system shall accept input of entity data via multiple methods

N93

3.7.3

The system shall facilitate data sharing with associated transportation
N94
providers and other mobility management offices through securing date with
access control permissions, and map views of ride request and
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driver/vehicle data which surfaces opportunities to work together to meet
rider demand that no county is able to satisfy alone.
3.7.4

The system shall provide one-click, mouse-over, pop-up, at-a-glance, typeahead, or similar speed access to entity details and quick switching between
related (or linked) entities to speed workflow

3.7.5

The system shall provide opportunities in entity definition for users to create N96
custom data points to better define changing business conditions around
meeting riders' diverse needs, defining vehicle specifications, assigning
"place names" to common locations and/or multiple doors for pick up at
hospitals, etc.

3.7.6

The system shall provide for editing custom entity attribute.

N97

3.7.7

The system shall export selected entity record data to a .csv document

N136

* For complete, up-to-date, entity datatype specification, refer to Entity Relationship Diagrams in
UML format and prototyped platform wireframes
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Figure 4:
3: System Data Flow Diagram of GWAAR Collaborative Common Fleet Information Platform (Source: Codeversant
Cooperative)

Utilizing the needs and requirements data gathered from design sprint participants, a set of
interactive high-fidelity wireframe prototypes were developed to engage project stakeholders in
additional design iterations. Data entity diagrams in UML format are being kept in sync as data
requirements are refined. Written demonstration scripts provided for a self-guided tour of the
prototypes, and were mailed to stakeholders in early January 2018. The format of the scripts
was followed in the live demonstration at the February stakeholder meeting.
At second full-day design workshop, stakeholders participated in a live demonstration of the
wireframe prototypes (examples of these wireframes are included in Appendix B: Annotated
Screenshot Excerpts). The prototypes and descriptions of their features were evaluated and
refined by the group in discussion and written feedback.
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Additional requirements
In addition to the Key Functional Areas (KFAs), several requirements, both functional and nonfunctional, were previously identified at the first workshop, were discussed in detail at the
second design sprint; the key issues identified are detailed below:
•

•

Data Sharing
o To address the Stakeholder need/concern of controlling which data points are
shared and with whom:
▪ Data collected in the proposed integrated modules shall utilize
Permission-based ACLs
Roles and Permissions
o To address the Stakeholder need/concern that participant agencies (users of the
system) be able to create system roles with an agency-specific mix of
permissions:
▪ The system shall provide basic user roles per module, with standard
Create, Write, Update and Delete (CRUD) permissions
▪ In addition, the system shall provide a facility to create custom user roles
with flexibly-assigned module- and field-level permissions
▪ Default system roles shall include:
• System Administrator
• Reservationist/Scheduler
• Accounting/Reporting
• Rider
• Dispatcher
• Driver
o Open Source License
▪ The proposed system shall be licensed as open source to
• To address the stakeholder need/concern for a low cost-of-entry
and upkeep, and avoid lock-in
▪ Application interface shall be developed to automatically resize to
conform to the screen size of the device on which it is viewed
• To address the stakeholder need/concern for ability to customize
software, and desire to avoid paying for unneeded features
• To permit Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) with independent
contractors
o Web-based Architecture
▪ The proposed system shall utilize a web-based architecture to
• To address the stakeholder need/concern of a reduced cost of
development and implementation
▪ The proposed system application interface shall be developed to
automatically resize to conform to the screen size of the device on which
it is viewed
• To address the stakeholder need/concern that the developed
application permit use of a wide range of non-proprietary mobile
devices
▪ It is recommended that Representational State Transfer (REST) protocol
is utilized in the developed system
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•

To address the stakeholder need/concern for integration,
modularity, interoperability and scalability

Proposed system structure
The two local modules of the proposed software structure, the Mobility Management office suite
and transportation provider module, may be self-hosted by participants, or groups of
stakeholders may organize a shared hosting arrangement. An additional set of components
provides a service bus of common services used to share rides and other information between
participating systems, subject to HIPPA safeguards. This portion would be managed by a
delegated authority of the group, forming a precursor to a full TMCC.
All four integrated modules will be available to system participants. One or more modules might
be used by a given entity; for example, since many ADRCs also manage their own paid or
volunteer fleets of drivers, all four applications might be used by an ADRC. All share a common
data set and user authentication system. The modules are:
•

•

•

•

Mobility management office suite: The mobility management office application provides a
CRM-like call center interface to log contact with clients and provision transportation
services for them as needed. It manages tracking requests for transportation with
transportation vendors and volunteer drivers, and provides tools for invoice reconciliation
and cost tracking.
Transportation provider suite: The transportation provider application provides a finely
grained workflow to assign transportation orders to individual drivers, both ahead of time
and in real time. If the Mobility Management office is also a transportation provider, the
provider portion of the system can be used by the Mobility Management office for ride
scheduling and dispatching.
Transportation provider driver module: The driver module provides a mobile-ready
interface to a single driver’s view of the system, with tools to track ride events, such as
picking up or dropping off, and giving the driver a way to record the transportation costs,
such as miles and hours, at point of drop off. For volunteer drivers or transportation
providers that do not provide mobile devices for their drivers, this module can also be
used on a desktop computer for receiving assignments and submitting trip logs for
compensation.
Rider Interface: The rider interface will permit ride requests, and some limited tracking of
the request, but not scheduling.

In addition, an API facade service will facilitate integration of third party systems, and provide
some tools for participants to customize their own use of the system, most of the service
endpoints that power the user interfaces will be available for use. Since this same API service
will be used by the front-end interfaces, all operations available via the user interface will be
accessible by machine service accounts for integration purposes.
A shared Service Bus, a set of software applications, protocol specifications and data formats
that facilitate sharing transportation resources among program participants; will function as both
a cache and an authorization gateway for information that was generated by connected
installations of the Mobility Manager/Transportation Provider platform, or by other API
compatible systems and adapters.
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The Service Bus specification will include the definition of a vocabulary of data entities required
for sharing transportation resources such as rides and providers. Each data entity will specify a
minimum set of data attributes that the API user may provide for each entity, such as Riders and
Ride Requests, and program participants will manage their own information-sharing policies that
will determine the level of information that is shared for a given ride request, such as client last
names, home addresses, or cell phone numbers. This will allow each participating mobility
management office to remain the custodian of their own data and in alignment with local policy.
The Service Bus Functionality will include the following:
Geospatial Services
• Map location database to support a shared map-centric set of transportation related
knowledge of use to both providers and Mobility offices, such as information about
accessibility/ease of access of various hospital entryways, hours of operation for
clinics, etc.
• Map Overlay Service, to provide a KML-type data overlay for Google maps and
compatible services that can contain information drawn from elsewhere in the system,
such as provider service areas and current cross-jurisdictional and shared ride
requests.
Ride Request Services
• Ride Sharing Platform
o Requests in need of service
o Information will be drawn from Mobility Manager and Vendor systems, based
on what each office is willing to/allowed to share, based on county/agency
policy.
• Routing Services
o Assists finding service providers for cross-jurisdictional or long-distance rides,
also looks for shared ride requests that might be compatible.
Transportation Resource Database
• System-wide Database of Transportation Providers
o Searches by service area, capabilities, rates, other qualifications
o Provides information drawn from Mobility Manager and Vendor systems.
• Shared Knowledge Base of Transportation Funding Programs
The user interfaces for all three accessible applications will be served from static webservers
capable of routing certain requests to a pool of load-balanced API Facade servers, through
which all other functionality is provided. These API Servers will be coupled with a service
discovery mechanism to allow dynamic scaling and zero-downtime software updates.
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Figure 4: Component Overview (Source: Codeversant Cooperative)

Phased Implementation Plan
Concurrent with the stakeholder feedback processes refining the proposed system overview
and components, a phased implementation plan was developed by project staff, with
stakeholder input from the prospective first-phase pilot agency and those counties (5) which it
serves.
Background
The phased implementation plan describes the proposed deployment of multiple modules of the
cooperatively-developed web-based technical solution which will facilitate transportation
coordination across the 11-county region. The recommendations were built on industry
standards for collaborative technical development, mobility management practice, and customer
relations management. Further, the plan proposes an on-going Stakeholder Consortium to
address implementation issues and continue the work of developing collaborative agreements
among agencies, counties, healthcare facilities and other stakeholders. The plan leverages the
impact of Wisconsin’s outstanding network of mobility managers, which has been in the
vanguard of development of the practice since 2008, and the members of which have
negotiated numerous cross-jurisdictional agreements. Finally, the plan provides background on
a proposed pilot deployment, and proposed plan to extend to a more comprehensive Travel
Management Coordination Center (TMCC).
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Multi-approach implementation
A combination of implementation approaches will be utilized: a phased approach, parallel
execution, and one-time cut-over. The parallel execution, and one-time cut-over approaches
may be repeated in the course of each phase of development or at each stakeholder site.
Phased Implementation Plan: The phased approach allows the initial Pilot Development Team
to include a limited number of stakeholders at a high level of involvement, developing
consistency in the team and their development process. It allows features to be prioritized for
development consistent with the business needs and processes of the preliminary pilot agency,
and to deploy and test feature sets in the confined environment of a single agency (rather than
potentially sending disruptive bugs to multiple agencies).
Consequently, the implementation of the proposed system will consist of a 4-phase pilot project,
beginning in a 5-county portion of the proposed total service area, leveraging the fledgling
collaborations of the Southwest Wisconsin Transit Team (SWTT). SWTT is sponsored by the
Southwest Regional Planning Commission, and participants include the counties of Grant,
Green, Iowa, Lafayette, and Richland, The LIFT project, the Hodan Center, and the Southwest
Opportunity Center. SWTT meets every other month to share ideas and insights into transit
provision in the region.
A Stakeholder Consortium consisting of stakeholders from the 11 counties will oversee the
progress of the implementation.
The site of the initial pilot will be LIFT. LIFT is a volunteer and paid driver program serving 5 of
the 11 counties in the MSAA project. LIFT is operated by the Southwestern WI Community
Action Program (SWCAP). LIFT is a member of SWTT, and because of perceived jurisdictional
issues, is currently the only agency coordinating rides with the other members. LIFT has
received State of WI Section 5310 funds in 2018 to explore ways to collaborate with the 5
SWTT counties on volunteer recruitment and retention.
In successive phases, the developed and tested software will be made available to other
consortium stakeholders, in a deployment queue.
4-Phase Implementation Summary
Implementation will be managed in 4 phases:
●

Initial Application and Training Materials Development via Pilot with LIFT

●

Extend Application and Training Materials Development including interoperability
functions via Pilot to participating SWITT County agencies; implement and improve the
training developed in Phase 1

●

Complete API and API documentation; Develop public-facing pages; Design training for
riders and caseworkers

●

Queue remaining participating counties, and sequentially deploy

Parallel Execution: Running the system being developed in parallel with an agency’s current
system during development allows the agency participating in the Pilot Development Team to
continue operations without interruption throughout the development cycles, while identifying
outcome inconsistency between the two systems and troubleshoot the source of these
inconsistencies (they could be bugs in the old system).
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At each stakeholder agency where the application is implemented, the application will be run in
parallel to ensure that it accurately reflects the needs of the agency’s unique operation.
One-time cut-over: At all implementation sites, when the application has been tested and
accepted a one-time cut-over to the new system will be scheduled.
Phase One
Initial Application and Training Materials Development – Pilot: The goals of Phase 1 of the
implementation pilot is to get the bulk of the application and training materials completed, to
assess true performance in controlled-but-live experiments, identify improvements to the system
or implementation launch process, and have a working prototype to demonstrate to
stakeholders and their IT departments.
In Phase 1 of the implementation, a Pilot Development Team will be established including LIFT
staff, application developer staff, representatives of the other SWTT counties, and additional
MSAA Stakeholder Consortium members as deemed appropriate by the consortium.
The Pilot Development Team will prioritize the Requirements established by the project in the
order of highest service requirements of the LIFT deployment being on the top of the priority list.
Three lists, collectively Feature Sets - Phase One, will include requirements from each of the
first three application modules (the Mobility Management Office Suite, the Transportation
Provider Suite, and the Transportation Provider Driver Module).
Major Tasks
• Convene the Pilot Development Team
• Prioritize Feature Sets
• Setup Hosting
• Setup Development and Production Environments
• Code-Test-Deploy Iterations of Prioritized Feature Sets
• Develop Training Materials for Deployed Feature Sets
• One-Time Cut-Over
Phase Two
Extend Application and Training Materials Development Including Interoperability Functions:
The goals of Phase 2 of the implementation pilot are to complete the remainder of those
application features which are internal-facing to agencies; complete training materials; assess
the performance of interoperability functions in controlled-but-live experiments; identify
refinements to the application, especially regarding the interoperability functions, or
implementation launch process; and complete a working prototype of interoperable application
features to demonstrate to stakeholders and their IT departments.
Phase 2 will be implemented in two of the five counties in the Southwest Wisconsin Transit
Team (SWTT) area. These two counties will be selected by the Stakeholder Consortium to
participate in this phase of implementation. This selection will take place at the beginning of
Phase 1 of implementation, as these counties may choose to send staff representation to Pilot
Development Team which begins in Phase 1.
Major Tasks
• Build a Deployment Container
• Set up Hosting
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•
•
•

Code-Test-Deploy Iterations of Prioritized Feature Sets
Develop Training Materials for Deployed Feature Sets
Complete One-Time Cut-Over

Phase Three
Extend Application and Training Materials Development including API and public-facing pages:
The goals of Phase 3 of the implementation pilot are to complete the API and public-facing
portions of the application; API documentation; and training materials for riders, case workers
and other users.
Major Tasks
• Accept ride request form data from riders
• Accept eligibility application form data from riders
• Display regional transportation resources\Develop API
• Create documentation for the API
• Develop training materials for users
• Collaboratively develop public outreach campaign
• Schedule public training sessions for users
Phase Four
Develop a Queued Deployment Plan for Remaining Counties: The goals of Phase 4 will be to
continue to rollout the application to the remaining counties, in a queued deployment overseen
by the Stakeholder Forum.
Major Tasks
• Establish desired hosting scenario
• Set up new system in parallel with previous system, if any
o Transfer data from previous system, if applicable
o Setup system users
o Customize data permissions
o Setup funding sources
o Setup additional system features as necessary
• Check for inconsistent outcomes between the previous system (if any) and the software
application
• Perform one-time cut-over
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4. Results/Findings
Project Goals
Goal: Assessment of the feasibility of and required steps toward creating a Travel Management
Coordination Center.
Finding: Most stakeholder agencies have limited experience with transportation-specific
software. The current limited ability to share information given existing technology (or the lack
thereof), creates difficulty anticipating the formal coordination agreements which would provide
the necessary underpinnings for operation of a TMCC. However, stakeholders firmly committed
to the collaborative development of a shared, interoperable software application as the
foundational step in building a TMCC.
Result: A comprehensive concept of operations and collaboratively-developed system design
for a shared, interoperable software application.

Goal: Creation of model cooperative agreements for coordinating transportation across
agencies and jurisdictions
Finding: Stakeholders were generally positive about creating agreements which were perceived
as equitable for all parties, such as cooperative training or recruitment. In most cases, nonparallel policies, for example, different mileage rates or service levels must be negotiated, and
stakeholders identified the need for an oversight body, the Stakeholder Consortium, to guide
development and implementation of agreements, as well as the technical solution.
Result: A collaborative focus on creating a shared repository of domain knowledge, model
MOUs and resource sharing agreements, uniform service policies, and cooperatively-developed
recruitment, training, and outreach resources

Goal: Development of a phased implementation plan for the development and deployment of
multiple modules of a collaboratively-designed, web-based technical solution to facilitate
information sharing and transportation coordination and management across an 11-county area
of southern WI
Finding: Stakeholders see the advantages of a collaboratively developed, low-cost-of-entry
software application, and commitment to participation in the interviews and design sprint
workshops exceeded expectations. Several counties outside of the proposed service area have
inquired about participation in application development and creation of model cooperative
agreements.
Result: A 4-phased implementation plan was developed for the development and deployment
of multiple modules of the collaboratively-designed technical solution described therein.
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Additional Stakeholder-identified Goals
Goals: As developed and prioritized by stakeholders, integral to the application design process
are the goals of:
• Modularity
• Scalability
• Open-source License
• Web-based Architecture
• Interoperability with existing software systems
• Adaptability to areas with limited 4G infrastructure
• Ease of use for participants
• Low cost of entry for all
Finding/Result: As detailed in the System Requirements and Design section, these goals
support each other, and have been included in the requirements for development of the system.
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5. Lessons Learned
Category
Procurement

Issue
Contract
Requirements:
Technical
consultants
were
permitted in
award
negotiation

Problem/Success
Technical
consultants were
fully engaged in
the process

Impact
Much higherlevel and
better project
outcomes

Contracting

Lengthy gap
between
application
and executed
agreement

Significant
turnover in all
parties’ staff:
FTA, awarded
agency, and
stakeholders

Milestones/
Deliverables

Learning
curve of
awardees
regarding
required
national ITS
formats

Additional time
needed by
awardees to
understand,
review and
respond to FTA
commentary

Necessitated
significant
renegotiation:
of contract
expectations,
participating
staff roles,
and
stakeholder
commitment
to project
Deliverables
difficult to
complete
prior to start
of next
deliverable,
compounding
errors and
requiring
multiple
revisions.
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Recommendation
Similar projects require
the participation of a
consultant who is both
sufficiently experienced
with on-the-ground rural
transportation to fully
understand user needs
and technically skilled to
develop appropriate
system requirements
from user needs
Shorten gap between
application and award.
On the other hand, FTA
was extremely flexible
regarding renegotiation,
and the resulting project
staff mix was beneficial to
quality of product

Even with the thorough
and timely feedback from
FTA and ITS consultant,
ensuring sufficient time
between deliverables to
correct and address
comments would be
beneficial.

Appendix A: Current & Future Workflow Diagrams (Source: Codeversant Cooperative)
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Appendix B: Annotated Screenshot Excerpts
Additional screenshot details can be viewed in the Common Fleet Info PowerPoint presentation.
Mobility Office - Ride Request Details
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Mobility Office - Provider Map
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Mobility Office - Provider Details
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Provider – Driver Qualifications
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